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Van Cleef & Arpels ' Noah's  Ark collection. Image credit: Van Cleef & Arepls

 
By BRIELLE JAEKEL

CAPE TOWN, South Africa French jeweler Van Cleef & Arpels looks to nature for its unique designs, but its CEO
believes it is  the house's way of tapping into storytelling that brings life to the brand.

During a session at the Cond Nast International Luxury conference, Van Cleef & Arpels' president and CEO detailed
its creative process of a recent collection that took inspiration from a biblical story. The CEO explained that instead
of focusing solely on the product, it emphasized its presentation.

"We like to take starting points for collections from great stories, this can be fairytales or works of art," said Nicolas
Bos, president and CEO of Van Cleef & Arpels. "We decided to do a tribute to Noah's Art and not just the text but the
representation of the story throughout history."

Arpels and animals
A recent collection from Van Cleef & Arpels was born from the starting point of Noah's Ark.

The collection featured a variety of animals in pairs, but its presentation is what elevated the line.
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Van Cleef and Arpels focuses on craftsmanship and storytelling. Image credit: Van Cleef & Arpels

Mr. Bos explained that collaborating is an important part of the brand's business, and he looked to an artist to design
its showcase in the same way he would stage actors or pieces of art.

A showroom featured each of the designs in its own case as if it was a painting on display. After some time the
lights would dim and thunder could be heard, signifying the start of the fateful storm from the story.

With such a focus on animals in the brand, Mr. Bos explained that the brand taps into the fascination of the
unknown, when asked about his thoughts on cultural appropriation.

Mr. Bos speaks at CNI Luxury. Image credit: Cond Nast

Moderator and Vogue International editor Suzy Menkes wondered aloud how difficult it is  to walk the line of this
notion, as the jeweler's depiction of African animals aimed to delight rather than offend, but could be an issue in
today's culture since the brand itself is  French, not African.

The brand prides itself on its ability to create beautiful pieces that appeal to a wide audience.
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Van Cleef showcases
The French jeweler similarly immersed consumers in a storybook world to debut its latest haute creations to a
digital audience.

Van Cleef & Arpels' high-jewelry collection takes reference from four Grimm Brothers' tales, translating the literary
classics into precious stone pieces. While these works of craftsmanship are only owned by a select number of
individuals, Van Cleef & Arpels' marketing allows all consumers to explore the collection and relive familiar tales
in a branded way (see story).

The brand also recently showcased a century of high-jewelry and special creations in an exhibit at Beijing's Today
Art Museum.

Originally on display at the Muse des Arts Dcoratifs in Paris, Van Cleef & Arpels' "When Elegance Meets Art"
featured more than 360 pieces from 1910 to the 2000s. Exhibits offer opportunities to engage fans, sharing a brand's
story through an in-person experience (see story).

"Nature has been a big source of inspiration when it comes to jewelry," Mr. Bos said. "I don't know if jewelry is a
necessity, but jewelry showed up a very long time ago and the very first were representations of nature, animals,
flowers and trees."
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